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TEMPLATES

These templates are provided FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY. Commercial use or distribution of any kind without prior written permission from THUSSFARRELL, LLC is strictly prohibited. © Copyright 2013. All rights reserved.

This content is an excerpt from the book Paper to Petal: 75 Whimsical Paper Flowers to Craft by Hand by Rebecca Thuss and Patrick Farrell. ISBN: 978-0385345057
ABOUT TEMPLATES Templates are displayed in the order of the projects. Grain direction is indicated with three parallel lines. Solid lines are cut lines, dashed lines indicate where the folds are when accordion-folding paper to make continuous petals or shapes that are folded before cutting (e.g., #14, #16). Broken solid lines indicate cut lines for templates that are used full size and also used cut down (e.g., #7, #9). Some templates require enlarging where noted.